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1966-1970 Floor Wiring Cover Set

Reproduction floor wiring covers for various 1966-70 Mopar COICMM1619
B-Body models. These are the covers that run next to the rocker
panel, which can commonly break when being removed due to
rust damage.

185.49

1966-1970 Front Frame Rail - LH

Made from quality heavy gauge steel, each piece is built to COAM391-1466-L
original OE specs . Don't get stuck with low quality cheap
replacements parts, buy the best. Shock tower included with
rail.Fits: 1966-1970 B-Body cars

1006.99

1966-1970 Front Frame Rail - RH

Made from quality heavy gauge steel, each piece is built to COAM391-1466-R
original OE specs . Don't get stuck with low quality cheap
replacements parts, buy the best. Shock tower included with
rail.Fits: 1966-1970 B-Body cars

1006.99

Early Birds Order Hotline: 1 800 463 0546

1966-1970 Inner Rocker Panel - LH

Often rusted, these important structural pieces mate to the front COAM440-1466-L
and rear (where applicable) floor pans and the outer rocker
panels.Fits: 1966-1970 B-Body cars

472.27

1966-1970 Inner Rocker Panel - RH

Often rusted, these important structural pieces mate to the front COAM440-1466-R
and rear (where applicable) floor pans and the outer rocker
panels.Fits: 1966-1970 B-Body cars

472.27

1966-1970 Starter Splash Shield

Many times missing and almost always rusted and in need of COAM387-1466
repair. ¾Attaches to the LH front frame rail on cars equipped with
automatic transmissions. Our starter splash shield is a faithful
reproduction of the original part. Made from heavy gauge sheet
metal. Each piece features correct as original rubber seal. ¾

180.86

1966-1970 Torsion Bar Crossmember

It is important this item be in good shape as it is a major COAM395-1466
component on the front of the body. Has the same metal
thickness as OE and the area holding the torsion bars will accept
stock size bars as original.Fits: 1966-1970 B-Body cars

803.88

1966-1971 Frame Rail Caps (Front)

Repair your frame rail rust economically with Safe-T Caps in full COICMM8055

467.45
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length or partial lengths. Full length cap repairs the frame rail
from the radiator core support to the torsion bar cross member.
Front section cap repairs the frame from the core support to the
firewall, while the rear section repairs the frame from the firewall
to the torsion bar cross member. All caps are made in the USA.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

1966-1971 Frame Rail Caps (Rear)

Repair your frame rail rust economically with Safe-T Caps in full COICMM8041
length or partial lengths. Full length cap repairs the frame rail
from the forward leaf spring mount to the rear cross member.
Front section cap repairs the frame from the forward leaf spring
mount to above the rear axle, while the rear section repairs the
frame from the shock cross member to the rear cross member.
All caps are made in the USA
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

365.69

1966-1971 Hemi Frame Mounts - PR

Pair of reproduction motor frame mounts for all 1966-71 Mopar COICMD4069
models fitted with a HEMI engine. Keep that elephant under the
hood with a sturdy new set of engine frame mounts.

400.67

1966-1971 Torque Boxes

At the factory, torque boxes were known as "Hemi boxes" or COICMM8016
"double floor plates". These resist torsional flex, and when
combined with subframe connectors, add 20%+ rigidity to the
framework. These are not factory-stamped pieces for show car
points, these are heavy-duty, performance-oriented structural
enhancements. Made in the USA
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

153.69

1966-1972 Subframe T-Cap

The ends of the torsion bar cross members often rust out next to COICMM8061
the inner rocker. These T-caps reinforce the weakened
intersection on the underside. Made in the USA
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

254.39

1968-1970 Outer Rocker Panel - LH

Often severely rusted, our outer rocker panels are complete OE COAM450-1468-L
style and include all the shapes and contours of the originals.
Provisions are made for attachment to ajoining parts where
applicable.Fits: 1968-1970 B-Body cars

602.91

1968-1970 Outer Rocker Panel - RH

Often severely rusted, our outer rocker panels are complete OE COAM450-1468-R
style and include all the shapes and contours of the originals.
Provisions are made for attachment to ajoining parts where
applicable.Fits: 1968-1970 B-Body cars

602.91

1968-1970 Rear Frame Rail - LH

Made from quality heavy gauge steel, each piece is built to COAM895-2468-L
original OE specs . Don't get stuck with low quality cheap
replacements parts, buy the best. Shock tower included with
rail.Fits: 1968-1970 B-Body cars

803.88

1968-1970 Rear Frame Rail - RH

Made from quality heavy gauge steel, each piece is built to COAM895-2468-R
original OE specs . Don't get stuck with low quality cheap
replacements parts, buy the best. Shock tower included with
rail.Fits: 1968-1970 B-Body cars

803.88
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1968-1970 Rocker Panel End Cap - LH

Replacement rocker panel end caps for various 1968-70 Mopar COICMM1793
B-Body models. Manufactured to factory specifications using
heavy gauge steel, these pieces will fit and install like original

47.69

1968-1970 Rocker Panel End Cap - RH

Replacement rocker panel end caps for various 1968-70 Mopar COICMM1794
B-Body models. Manufactured to factory specifications using
heavy gauge steel, these pieces will fit and install like original

47.69

1968-1970 Rocker to Frame Lower Splash Shield - LH

Fits between front of rocker panel and frame rail. ¾Often rusted COAM437-1468-L
since they mount directly behind the front tires and receive all the
road splash.Fits: 1968-1970 B-Body cars

120.56

1968-1970 Rocker to Frame Lower Splash Shield - RH

Fits between front of rocker panel and frame rail. ¾Often rusted COAM437-1468-R
since they mount directly behind the front tires and receive all the
road splash.Fits: 1968-1970 B-Body cars

120.56

1968-1970 Rocker to Frame Lower Splash Shield Set

Fits between front of rocker panel and frame rail. ¾Often rusted COAM437-1468-S
since they mount directly behind the front tires and receive all the
road splash.Fits: 1968-1970 B-Body cars

222.59

1971 Front Frame Rail - LH

Reproduction 70-74 E-body and 71-72 B-Body Bare Front Frame COD6067A
Rails. These are just the Frame Rail itself, WITHOUT the Shock
Tower or Control Arm Bumper Stops. They will fit all 70-74
Dodge/Plymouth E-Body and all 71-72 Dodge/Plymouth B-body
Models

429.00

1971 Front Frame Rail - RH

Reproduction 70-74 E-body and 71-72 B-Body Bare Front Frame COD6067
Rails. These are just the Frame Rail itself, WITHOUT the Shock
Tower or Control Arm Bumper Stops. They will fit all 70-74
Dodge/Plymouth E-Body and all 71-72 Dodge/Plymouth B-body
Models

429.00

1971 Torsion Bar Crossmember (Premium Quality)

It is important this item be in good shape as it is a major COAM395-1570
component on the front of the body. Has the same metal
thickness as OE and the area holding the torsion bars will accept
stock size bars as original. Our premium quality crossmember is
a reproduction of the 70 model E-Body version but will fit in both
71-72 E-Body and B-Bodyæcars with a minor modification to the
area where the emergency brake attaches. Will fit on 73-74
E-Bodies but the 70-72 style transmission bracket must be used.

803.88

1971-1974 B Body Rear Frame Rail - LH

Top quality steel part made in the US. ÊHeavy 14 Gauge Steel.

COCRM302L

455.79

1971-1974 B Body Rear Frame Rail - RH

Top quality steel part made in the US. ÊHeavy 14 Gauge Steel.

COCRM302R

455.79
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Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Coronet/Super Bee parts and has been serving you for over 25 years.
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794
Our Mailing Address:
Early Birds
25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
Canada
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